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ABSTRACT. This paper is devoted to application of Generalized Diffusion Theory for 
solving a sedimentation problem of rigid spherical particles in viscous fluid. The governing 
equations have been obtained. It is shown that, in this case the governing equation system 
is a hyperbolic one, and the equations in the characteristic form have been derived. The 
mathemetical properties of the obtained equation system and the solution for stationary 
sedimentation where investigated numericaly. 
1. The General Motion Equation System of Two-Phase Particules-
Fluid Flows 
In [1-3] the Generalized Diffusion Theory of Multiphase Flows of fluids with mi-
crostructural particles (microdeformation, rotation, and arbitrary shape) has been 
developed. In the simplest case, the movement of viscous fluid carrying non-rotational, 
rigid spherical particles without external forces, except the force of gravity, is de-
scribed by the following general equations system: 
\l · U=O 
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dt PI ' 
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where: U 1 , U are mean particles velocity and mean volume velocity of suspension; 
pi, p2; p - densities of particles, fluid phase and suspension; ] - particles generalized 
diffusion flux; <p - particles volume concentration; P - thermodynamical pressure; 
T - temperature of suspension; 7 - viscous stress tensor; e - deformation velocity 
tensor; h1 , h2 - enthalpi of solid and fluid phases; µ 1 - generalized chemical potential 
of particles, c - internal energy of suspension, c1 - particles mass concentration; ai, 
/3i - constitutive coefficients; g - acceleration of gravity; t - time; 
2. The Governing Equation System of Particles Sedimentation and its 
Mathematical Properties 
Let's consider sedimentational process of rigid, spherical, non-rotational particles 
in a viscous suspension filled up the space between two horizontal parallel planes. 
It is assumed that the suspension is in a stationary situation and being forced by 
the gravity only. 
In this case the movement of particles under the gravity force is considered in 
the upwards vertical z directjon only, and there is no the mean volume suspension 
°1' </ ~ .... 
velocity. Therefore cp, J , pat~ .functions of variables (t, z): 
cp = cp(t, z); J = (0, 0, J) ; J = J(t, z); p = p(t , z). 
On basis of the above mentioned assumptions, the equation system takes the 
following form: 
8cp 
at 
1 a1 
Pi 8z 
(2.1) 
at 
T Picp(l - cp) J _ P1(P1 - P2)cp(l - cp) g _ P1D ocp 
an P1 + cp(p2 - P1) P1 + cp(p2 - P1) P1 + cp(p2 - P1) oz 
f}J 
8p P1 - P2 8J 0=---pg- -
8z P1 8t 
In addition, it is supposed that: 
D = ( 00µ
1 ) cpp1 = const; 
cp P,T 
Tp1 K 1 = --- = const . 
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In order to determine the volume concentration cp and diffusion flux J of particles, 
the following conditions are used: 
- Initial conditions: 
t = 0, cp =<po= constant; 0 < cp < 1; J = Jo= 0 (2.2) 
- Boundary conditions: 
z = O, L; J = 0, 
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where L is a distance between the parallel planes 
2.1 The hyperbolic property of the governing equation system 
The equation (1.1) and (2.1) can be rewritten in the form 
8cp + _!_ 8J = 0 
8t P1 8z (2.3) 
8J + P1D ocp = _.'!_ p~cp(l - cp) J _ P1 (P1 - P2)cp(l - cp) g 
8t P1 + cp(p2 - P1) 8z au P1 + cp(p2 - P1) P1 + cp(p2 - P1) . (l) 
Since cp and J are assumed derivativeable functions of t and z variables so: 
d<.p = o<.p dt + o<.p dz 
8t oz 
{)J 8J dJ = -dt+-dz at az 
Combining (2.3) and (2.4) yields the following system: 
where 
(
1 0 
0 a2 
dt dz 
0 0 
~ ~1) (~:) = (l) 
dt dz Jz dJ 
1 DKp K _ P1. 
a1 = P1 ; a2 = Kp + cp(l - Kp) ; P - P2 ' 
f = K2 Kpcp(l - cp) J + K3 Kp<p(l - cp) ; 
KP+ cp(l - Kp) KP+ cp(l - Kp) 
T 
K2 =--pi= const; K3 = g(p2 - P1) . 
a11 · 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
It is obvious that the eigenvalues of determinant of the matrix coefficients of the 
system (2.5) are: 
dz D 
or dt = >.1'2 = ± P2[Kp + cp(l - Kp)] (2.6) 
And they are equations of characteristic curves 0 1,2 of the system (2.5) . Due to 
D >O 
p2[Kp + cp(l - Kp)] -
the system (2.5) is hyperbolic. 
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2.2. The variation of characteristic directions 
In figures 1 - 4 the variation of characteristic directions depending on coefficient 
D, density ratio KP = pif p2 and concentration <.p is presented. In Fig. 1 it can be 
shown that the characteristic wrection for KP = 0.8 (particle is lighter than fluid) • 
is located upper the one for KP .= 1.3 (particle is heavier than fluid). 
In increasing KP, the characteristic curve with bigger D is located over the one 
with smaller D. This can be seen in Fig. 2. 
The Figures 3, 4 demonstrate the dependence of characteristic direction on vol-
ume concentration in two cases of the density ratio: particle is lighter, and. particle 
is heavier than fluid. 
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2.3. The characteristic form of governing equation system 
To receive the characteristic form of the governing equation system, first of all, 
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let us to rewrite it into vector form (4, 5]: 
aw -aw -
-+M-=B at az 
where column vectors W and B, matrix of coefficients M is 
B = (~). 
(2.7) 
Let 's decompose the matrix Minto the product of second order matrix Pas: 
- --l--M=P DP 
where D is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the system (2.5): 
Taking into account (2.8), the equation (2.7) yields 
-aW --aW --P-+DP-=PB at az 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Using the notations Pi as i-row vector of P, equation (2.10) can be rewritten in the 
form: 
-(aw aw) - -p . -+>.·- =P·B 
• at • az • (2.11) 
Now, consider the variation of dW on the characteristic curves C1,2, corresponding 
to >.1,2 in the plane of coordinates (t, z): 
_ (dw dW )J (dw dW)J dWlci = dtdt + dz dz c, = dt dt +Ai dz ci (2.12) 
With (2.12) , equation (2.11) along the characteristic curves C1,2, has the form: 
(2.13) 
or 
(2.14) 
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The equation system (2.13) or (2.14) are a characteristic form of governing equations. 
It is not difficult to show that the characteristic equations (2.14) can be rewritten 
in the folowing form: (16) where: 
(2.15) 
where 
3. The solution for stationary sedimentation 
In a stationary case the particle sedimentation is described by one unique equa-
tion: 
dcp 
-
dz 
and the solution cp has the form: 
h g(p1 - P2) w ere a= D . 
g(pi - P2) cp(l _ cp) 
D 
1 
cp = 1 + Ae•:iex 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
To determine the constant A, it has to use the conservation condition of particles 
phase in the considering space: 
L 
~ j cpdz = cp0 = const. 
0 
From (3.2) and (3.3) we will have 
1 
cp= 
where 
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(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The dependence of volume-concentration <p on density ratio pif p2 and diffusion 
coefficient Dis demonstrated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. 
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It has been shown some preliminary results in application of the generalized dif-
fusion theory on modelling the sedimentation process of rigid particles in stationary 
viscous suspension. Obviously, the obtaihed results are exceptionally qualitative, 
because many phenomenological parameters and coefficients have to be determined 
from the experiments. 
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, ""' ""' , "' 0 ' LY THUYET KHUYECH TAN SUY RONG CHO SU LANG DONG CUA 
HAT CAU RAN KHONG QUAY TRONG CHA°T LONG NHOT 
Bai bao trinh bay m(>t ap d\ffig drn Ly thuyet khuyech tan suy rc~'mg cho bai 
toan lang d9ng cua cac h~t cau ran, khong quay duqc trong chat long nh&t. Cac 
phuang trinh ca bin da duqc thu nh~n. Thong truang hqp nay, cac tac gia da chl 
ra rfulg h~ phuang trinh co d~ng hypecbolic va dua ra cac phuang trinh tren duang 
d~c trung. Cac tinh chat toan h9c drn h~ phmmg trinh ciing nhu Iai giru dl:rng cho 
bai toan lang d9ng da duqc nghien cuu so. 
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